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PAM Stations Weather Amazon Rainforest
By Michael Garstang and Charles Martin

our of N C A R ’sPortable Automated Mesonet (PAM)
systems were used in the middle of the Amazon
Basin as part of N A S A ’s Amazon Boundary Layer
Experiment (ABLE 2B) in April and May 1987.
The experiment, directed at documenting and under
standing the biosphere-atmosphere interactions of the
world’s largest rainforest, dealt with a wide range of at
mospheric scales of motion. The PAMs were deployed in
the form of a triangle, with three systems on the comers
and one in the center. They provided a continuous time
seriesof measurements for the duration of the experiment
over an area of rainforest covering approximately 1000
km2. These continuous measurements have proved to be
invaluable in support of a large portion of the analyses
carried out on the ABLE 2B data.

F

As shown atright,a high tower had tobe erected inthe
jungle to get the P A M sensors, communications antenna,
and solar panel in theirproper position 5 m above a 40 m
forest canopy. The location of the P A M network at ap
proximately 3°S,60°W was some 4,000 miles from N C A R
inBoulder, the terminalpoint forthe telemetered data. No
previous P A M application had faced either the challenge
offered by the forest or the remoteness of thisexperiment.
The tower system had to be designed so that itcould
be backpacked intothejungle and thenerectedintheforest
with minimal disturbance to the natural vegetation. The
towers consisted of 3 m sections guyed at 10 m intervals.
The guy wires had to be installed through a dense understory of brush and trees. This was done by firing a
crossbow boltattached toa lightfishing lineand spinning
reel. A heavier line,retrievedby thefishing line,was used
to pull up the steel guy wire. Once all the equipment was
assembled ata site,ittook four technicians aboutfourdays
to get the P A M system operational.
The measurements obtained included horizontal wind
speed and direction, temperature, humidity, and rainfallat
a height of 5 m above the forest canopy, and atmospheric
pressure at the base of the tower. In addition, aerosol
samplers were located at three heights on two of the four
P A M towers. Most of the variables were sampled ata rate
of 1 Hz and formed into one-minute averages. The
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maximum wind speed within each minute was also retained in
the data set.
The data stream was sent via satellite to Boulder, where
quality control checks, basic calculations, and data plots were
made. These processed data were transmitted back to the field
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Fig. 1. The 24-hr surface network divergence fo r 6
M ay 1987, calculated fro m 1-min PAM wind averages.
The onset o f diurnal heating, indicated by larger flu c 
tuations in the w ind field , is evident after 1000 UT.
PAM continued from page 1

with a time lapse of only about five
minutes. In the field, the P A M results
were used to guide the operations on the
ground and plan the use of the N A S A
Electra research aircraft.

Fig. 2. Gust fro n t passage at 1520 U T on 6
M ay 1987, as recorded by the Em brapa
PAM instruments.

levels originates below 3 km. In the
latterconditions most of the cloud airis
detrained in the mid-troposphere.

experiment. The remaining rainfallcame
from the “local” systems. Since our
analyses show thatthe large-scalesynoptic
systems draw most, if not all, of their
water vapor from the Atlantic Ocean,
this finding has bearing upon the poten
tial effect of deforestation.

Our analyses have indicated that
during a substantial part of the wet sea
son, deep mixing will allow the mean
motions of the Hadley and Walker cir
The near coincidence of large ter
Surface mass divergence over the culations toexportconstituentsfrom the
1000 km2 triangle was calculated on a Amazon Basin totheglobalatmosphere. restrialdustevents with the high rainfall
continuous basis. Figure 1 shows the Energy budget calculations show that events has produced a separate and in
transition from the nighttime stratified the upward transport of energy by the triguing result. While trajectory analy
sis (see Figure 4) shows that this dust is
state above the canopy to daytime heat continental equatorial clouds islarge—
ing. This is followed by rapid fluctua some four times thatcalculated over the almost certainly of Sahara origin, the
tions in convergence and divergence eastern tropicalAtlanticfrom theresults coincidence with the rain event must
associated with an organized deep con of the G A T E program. This makes con have a separate explanation. The expla
tinental tropical regions like the Ama nation lies in the widespread low-level
vective system that traversed the P A M
triangle.The P A M recordsalsocaptured zon Basin important contributors to the convergence generated by the storm.
Thus, the storm acts as a large vacuum
the gust front and downdrafts of the global circulation.
synoptic scale weather system as ele
The P A M measurements of rainfall cleaner, sucking dust into the Amazon
ments of the storm crossed individual at5 m above the forestcanopy were also Basin from the western Atlantic and
P A M stations (see Figure 2).
a “first.” Figure 3 compares the occur eastern Caribbean. Calculations based
Integration of the P A M data with rence with time of measured rainfall
See PAM on page 3
aircraftobservations in the volume over amounts and terrestrial dust concentra
the P A M triangle allowed horizontal tions. As indicated,
velocity fields,divergence, and vertical both rainfall and dust
velocities to be calculated and com tend tooccur together
pared with cloud model calculations. in periodic pulses.
These data, along with flux calculations The rain events seen
made from a separate micrometeoro- in the time series of
logical tower, show thatconvective clouds rainfallare evidence
acttoremove from therainforestcanopy that most of the rain
constituents normally trapped there by that occurs in the
persistentstaticstability. Upward trans Amazon Basin isdue
port by convective clouds can take two tolarge,organized sysubstantially different routes. Under nopdc-scale systems.
“dry”but unstableconditions,more than These systems were
Experimental Days
85% of the air at anvil levels originates responsibleformore
below 3 km. In “wet” well-mixed con than 80% of the rain Fig. 3. Time series o f terrestrial constituent concentra
ditions, less than 15% of the airat anvil that fell during the tions and rainfall amounts fo r 8 April-13 M ay 1987.
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Director’s Corner

solve problems of interest in the atmos Council, the A M S Committee on
pheric sciences. He has developed in Measurements, N A S A ’sG L O B E Work
struments to measure cloud condensa ing Group, and theFIRE Science Team.
By Richard Carbone
tion nuclei and ice particle concentra
Speaking personally,Iam delighted
tions. As a consultant to Boeing, Larry that Larry decided to join A T D after a
has worked with the Laser Technology very distinguished career at UW. Iam
and Physics groups on a range of topics. particularly enthusiastic about his fresh
A native and lifetime resident of approach and the leadership skills he
Seattle, Larry received the B.S. (Phys brings toRAF. Larry ishighly creative,
ics),M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from U W in innovative, and purely science-driven. I
1964,1966, and 1968, respectively. His am confident thathiseffortsatRA F will
research interests are cloud and precipi benefit the atmospheric sciences more
tation physics, atmospheric chemistry, broadly than ever before and, in so doing,
and airpollution. He has authored over make a very good RAF even better.
90 papers published in scientific jour
Welcome Larry!
n 17 December Larry Radke as nalsand over90 informal works. Recent
sumed the leadership of N C A R ’s contributions emphasize the distribution,
Research Aviation Facility. A twenty- composition, and role of aerosols from
year veteran of research aircraft man volcanoes, biomass burning, and other
agement within Peter Hobbs’Cloud and anthropogenic sources inthearctic,mid
Aerosol Group at the University of latitudes,and tropics.Analyses oftheef
Washington (UW), Larry’s qualifications fects of aerosols on cloud microphysics
are unsurpassed. He has led more than and cloud radiative properties are also
1000 missions as leadorprincipal scien among his recent works.
tist on numerous aircraft including the
Among numerous appointments,
entire N C A R fleet, the NSF Polar Pro Larry has served as Associate Editor of
Larry Radke, ATD 's new Research
grams C-130, the N O A A P-3s, DC-6 the Journal of Atmospheric and Oceanic
Avialion Facility Manager.
and King Air, and the US Navy P-3s. Technology, as Chairman of the A M S
Larry’scareer has centered on theappli Cloud Physics Committee, and as a Richard (Rit) Carbone is D irector o f the
cation of technology, systematically member of the Army Basic Research Atmospheric Technology Division at
organized on an airborne platform, to Committee of the National Research NCAR
❖
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PAM continued from page 2

zon Basin in a given wet season. The
on the mass convergence in the storm Saharan dust may contain traceelements
and observations of the dust concentra critical to the health of the delicately
tions suggest that 100,000 tons of dust balanced rainforest. Thus, it is clearly
can enterthebasin insuch a storm event. possiblethatthehealth ofthisecosystem
Not allstorms bring indust,butallmajor isinverselyrelatedtothatoftheSaharanobserved dustevents were accompanied Sahelian ecosystem.
Another product from the PAM, the
by storms. Using storm climatology as a
guide, it is possible that 10M tons of one minute wind gust maximum, may
Sahara dust are imported into the A m a  have implications in the Amazonian rain
forest. Wind gusts are
related to tree falls. In
tropical rainforests, the
greatestopportunity for
new growth lieswith the
creation ofcanopy gaps
by tree falls. In addi
tion,maximum nutrient
supply from trees, epi
phytic growths, and at
mospheric deposition to
the forest floor are be
lieved to occur in tree
Fig. 4. Ten-day backwards isobaric (850, 800,
fallcanopy gaps. Analy
ses are now underway
700, 600 mb) trajectories o f air parcels arriving at
using theP A M gust data
the fie ld site at 00 UT, 14 A pril 1987.
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toexam inetherelationshipbetween tree
falls and wind gusts.
The reliability,continuity,and real
timecapabilityoftheP A M system make
it an extremely valuable field experi
mental tool. The P A M provides three
components ofa four-dimensional field.
While knowledge of the deeper atmos
phere is often essential to understand
ing,the benefit-to-costratiooftheP A M
is very high.
(Editor’s Note: A large fraction of
the research results from the Amazon
Boundary Layer Experiments, ABLE
2A and 2B, can be found in two special
issues of the Journal of Geophysical
Research: Vol. 93, No. D2, February 20,
1988, and Vol. 95, No. D10, September
20,1990.)
M ichael Garstang is a Professor in the
Departm ent o f Environmental Sciences
at the University o f Virginia. Charles
Martin is a Software Engineer III and
heads the D ata M anagem ent Group o f
ATD 's Surface and Sounding Systems
Facility.
❖
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flight patterns required by older sys
tems. A major advantage ofthisisthatit
minimizes observation time and thus the
degree ofchange thatmight takeplace in
the storm systems being observed. An
other benefit is that the resulting simple
flight patterns should not have signifi
By Peter Hildebrand and
cantimpact on otherconcurrentresearch
Jacques Testud
uses of the aircraft.
After severalyears ofplanning, N C A R
he Electra Doppler Radar (EL- and CRPE decided that joint develop
DORA) - Analyse Stcrcoscopique ment and use of the system would be
par Radar Aeroporte sur Electra (AS- most efficient. This decision was based
TRAEA) airborne Doppler radar devel on the high project cost, the complexity
opment is nearing completion. The of the task, and the need for the best
project, which has been underway for possible development staff. Informal
the past 9 years, has recently become a collaboration began in 1984 and contin
joint U.S.-French effortinvolving N C A R ued until 1990, when N C A R and CRPE
and theFrench Centre de Recherches en signed a formal agreement for the joint
Physique de l’Environnement Terrestre construction and use of the radar. The
etPlanetaire (CRPE).
agreement states that N C A R will pro
The project began as arecommenda vide the major radar components, the
tion for action at the 1979 Multiple modified aircraft, and much of the op
Doppler Workshop, and progressed to a erational and analysis software, while
testofconcept withjointNC A R - N O A A CRPE willprovide therotodome, anten
airborne Doppler radar tests in 1982. nas, some receiver components, and
After a three year analysis effort, engi additionalanalysis software. The agree
neering began in earnest in 1985. A ment provides for a proportionate level
major design review of the overall of U.S. and French use of the completed
E L D O R A concept in 1985 provided system.
extensive community input. Following
further engineering of the full system,
construction was started in 1988.

ELDORA-ASTRAEA
Airborne Radar
Nearing Completion

T

The basic concept of the radar is
illustrated in the accompanying figure.
The radar and its tail-mounted rotating
radome (“rotadome”) will be installed
inN C A R ’sElectra research aircraft. Dual
(fore- and aft-pointing) antennas in the
rotadome will thus scan helically about
the aircraft’s longitudinal axis during
flight. At a typical aircraftspeed of 120
m/s and an antenna rotation rate of
144°/s,the antenna will scan a complete
360° revolution while the aircraft flies
0.3 km. Using this scan rate and taking
Schematic o f twin-beam scanning
samples every 1° in elevation, the radar
pattern used with the ELDORAwill be able to obtain 3 samples/km in a
ASTRAEA airborne radar.
volume extending out to 20 km range
from theaircraft,and 1sample/km out to
60 km range. This high data resolution,
During the lasttwo years, all major
plus the ability to fly the aircraft to an radar components have progressed to
areaofinterest,willpresentatmospheric ward their completed form. The EL
scientists with major new observational D O R A Testbed Radar was brought into
opportunities.
operation in the laboratory in fall 1989.
An important feature of the system Operation of this prototype system
design isthatELDORA- ASTRAEA will strongly catalyzed E L D O R A develop
collectdual Doppler data while flying in ment activities: the radar transmitter
straight lines past or through storms of progressed from design to construction,
interest, rather than using the L-shaped the signal synthesis passed through bread

board testing to design ofthe final com
ponents, testing of the RP-7 radar proc
essor was accomplished, and design cri
teriafor the final form of the E L D O R A
radarprocessor were completed. At the
same time, data display software was
developed to display output from the
Testbed Radar in real time. Additional
development efforts have included test
ing of recording media and initiation of
radar control software development.

ELDORA will collect
high resolution dual
Doppler data while flying
along straight paths,
rather than along
L-shaped patterns as
required by other
airborne systems.
The efforts at CRPE have also pro
gressed well. Tests of a prototype
E L D O R A antenna show an excellent
beam pattern with a 1.8° beamwidth, a
squint angle of 16° to20° (depending on
transmitted frequency), and -40 dB sidelobes. The rotodome design iscurrently
in progress.
Joint NCAR/CRPE software devel
opment work is being coordinated with
N O A A scientists who use airborne
Doppler radars aboard theirP-3 aircraft.
Current efforts are directed toward re
fining existing Cartesian and CO P L A N
radar analysis software. W e currently
can process data collected by dual beam
airborne radars and can produce results
that compare well with ground based
systems. These algorithms are being re
fined to include methods of correcting
various errors in theairborne radardata.
By this time next year, all major
components ofthe ELDORA-ASTRAEA
system, including aircraft modifications,
are expected to be completed. The sys
tem will be installed aboard the Electra
aircraft in the spring of 1992, followed
by a field testprogram using ground ra
dars for verification. The system is
scheduled tobecome operational by late
summer 1992.
Peter H ildebrand is a Scientist III and is
the M anager o f A T D ’s Remote Sensing
Facility. Jacques Testud is a Radar
M eteorologist and C h ief Scientist o f the
group leading the French ASTRAEA
effort.
❖
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Cloud Chemistry
Sampler Under
Development
By Cynthia Twohy

esearchers will soon be able to re
quest a new N C A R airborne instru
ment thatcan separatecloud dropletsby
size for chemical analysis. Through a
collaborativeeffortbetween theUniver
sityof Washington and three N C A R di
visions (ATD, the Mesoscale and Mi
croscale Division, and the Atmospheric
Chemistry Division), a counterflow vir
tual impactor (CVI) isbeing developed
for airborne use.

R

instrument being developed at N C A R
was flown on the N C A R King Air in the
fall 1989 in a study ofdroplet chemistry
instratocumulus clouds. Itwas alsosuc
cessfullytestedon theNC ARElectra for
theHawaiian Rainband Project. The in
strument is expected to be operational

Newest ATD Radar
Finds Dual Role
By Frank Pratte

he staff of the Mile High Radar
(MHR) received high marks last
summer when theyassistedwithatimely
The CVI inertially separates cloud
tornado warning totheeastern Colorado
droplets by size from interstitial par
townofLimon. M H R ismaintained by
ticles and gases in a cloud. It then A T D ’s Remote Sensing Facility for the
evaporates the collected droplets, leav
use of the National Weather Service
ing residual particles and volatile gases (NWS) and the Federal Aviation Ad
foranalysis. The residual particles rep ministration (FAA), under joint NWS/
resentthenonvolatilecomponents ofthe
F A A support. The new facility serves a
originalcloud condensation nuclei upon dual operational and research role, pro
which droplets formed, plus any prod viding high quality Doppler radar data
ucts of subsequent in-cloud chemical to the N W S modernization program as
processes. The minimum size of drop
well as to the F A A terminal Doppler
lets sampled by this techniques can be weather radar program.
varied from 10 to 50 micrometers in
The radar supplies information for
diameter. The CVI has therefore been
operational
issuance of actual weather
used to study the chemical composition
forecasts
for
theDenver area. The M H R
and concentration of cloud droplets as a
function of their size, as well as cloud also provides data to the Winter Icing
nucleation and growth processes. Stan and Storm Project (WISP), an NCAR/
dard aerosol and chemical instrumenta FAA/NOAA research effort into the
tion such as optical particle counters, evolution and prediction of wintertime
impactors, filters, and other in situ de precipitation and aircraft icing.
vices are used with the CVI to conduct
M H R is located about 15 km north
these studies.
east of Denver’sStapleton International
Because the CVI inlet is heated, Airport,providing excellentcoverage of
supercooled aswell ascirrus(ice)clouds the airport environment, the Denver
can be sampled by this instrument. metropolitan area, and the Colorado Front
Potential uses include measurements of Range area. The radar consists of a
ice mass and studies of ice nuclei and center-fed parabolic antenna, an aircooled klystron transmitter, a low-noise
polar stratospheric clouds.
receiver, programmable control and data
Ground-based CVIs have been used
processors,and datacommunication and
at high-elevation sites to study marine
recording systems. Technical features
stratus clouds in the Pacific Northwest are listed in the adjoining table.
and orographic clouds in Sweden. Al
M H R originated in 1988 as theRay
though airborne versions are more diffi
theon
Company’s N E X R A D prototype,
cult to develop and characterize, they
have been successfully utilized by sev and since then has been extensively
eral organizations including the Univer modified. Major system upgrades in
sity of Washington, Battelle Northwest clude transmitter improvements, instal
Laboratories, and DLR in Germany. lation of an RP-7 programmable signal/
After undergoing initial flight tests, the data/controlprocessor and a timing gen-

and available for community use by the
end of 1991. For more detailedinforma
tion, contact Cynthia Twohy at (303)
497-1017.
Cynthia Twohy is a Graduate Research
Assistant assigned to ATD 's Research
Aviation Facility.
❖

erator, and refurbishment of the pedes
tal drive-train and motion controller.
The M H R operates daily fortheFAA
and N W S during the convective season
(May 1 through August 31). Operations
for winter precipitation events are on an
on-callbasis. Reflectivity factor,veloc

T

MHR Technical Features
Operating Band

10 cm

Radome

High-perf., solid

Beam

Pencil, 1 deg

Peak Power

700 kw

Pulsewidth

1.7 microsec

Pulse Rate

1 kHz

Clutter Suppress

50 dB

Basic Data

Z, V, W, SNR

Communications

Ethernet/T1

Archive Media

8 mm tape

ity, and spectrum width estimates are
made available to the sponsors’labora
tories in real-time, are recorded on tape
at the M H R site, and are archived by
A T D ’s Research Data Program for post
analysis.
M H R will continue to function as a
real-time data source for the N W S and
FAA testing projects for the next few
years until Denver’s new WSR-88D and
T D W R radars are operational. Under
special arrangements, it can be made
available for research studies on a parttime basis. Please contact Frank Pratte
at (303) 497-2021 for further informa
tion.
Frank Pratte is an Engineer IV in A T D ’s
Remote Sensing Facility, and is the leader
o f the M HR activity.
❖
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Typical rainband o ff the island o f Hilo, Hawaii, taken fro m ATD 's Electra aircraft during HaRP (photo by A l Cooper).

ATD Plays Major Role In HaRP Study of Warm Rainbands
By William (Al) Cooper

host of A T D observing systems
and theircrews and over 30 scien
tistsspent the betterpartof lastsummer
studying the physics of warm rain for
mation offthe coast of the Big Island of
Hawaii nearHilo. Though notrare,such
rain that does not pass through an ice
phase in its development presents an
idealsituation forstudying certainproc
esses involved in all precipitation for
mation.

A

Two N C A R C-band radars, the
Electraresearch aircraft,and 50 P A M
stations were alltransported toHawaii
to support the largest A T D field ef
fort of the past year, the Hawaiian
Rainband Project (HaRP). A team
of investigators from seven U. S.
universities,NCAR, and severalfor
eign institutions used these and other
facilitiestoobserve theairflow around
theisland,theassociatedproduction
of rainbands, and the formation of
precipitation in those rainbands.
Mitch MoncrieffofN C AR's Mesos
cale and Microscale Meteorology
Division ( M M M ) chaired the 12person steering committee that de
veloped the proposal and experi

C
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mental design for HaRP.

ment provided a good understanding of
the basic features ofthe mesoscale forc
ing and a solid basis for the mesoscale
and cloud-scale studies in HaRP. Other
mesoscale studies in HaRP focused on
the airflow downwind of the island bar
rier,and sought tolinkdownwind vortex
shedding and other characteristics of
that airflow to upwind features.

The experiment focused on the off
shore rainbands, lines of cumulus con
vection thatform offthe eastcoastofthe
island as a result of the influence of the
islandbarrieron thesoutheasterly tradewind airflow. During HaRP the rain
bands formed almost daily in the same
location near the shore, providing re
peated opportunities tostudy theirstruc
During the experiment, more than
ture in a location near the radars.
100 rainbands passed through the dual
Modeling studiespriortothe experi- Doppler radar area. The radar observa
tions of those rainbands have un
precedented resolution and cov
erage because of the short baseline
used (17.5 km) and the high de
tectabilityofthemaritime clouds.
The flights of the Electra concen
trated on the upwind atmospheric
structure, airflow characteristics,
and microphysical and kinematic
details of the rainbands. The P A M
stations measured the surface air
flow around the island, and some
newly enhanced stationsprovided
valuable measurements of the ra
diative fluxes atthe surface. The
latter provided critical data for
A l Cooper, NCAR, (right) and Alan Blyth,
studying the contribution of noc
N ew M exico School o f M ining and Tech
turnal cooling to the formation of
nology, m onitor the data display during an
downslope flow, which isassociElectra flig h t (photo by Ginger Hein).

l
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despite the very humid operating condi
tions. The weather was also suitable, so
the observations met almost all the ex
perimental objectives. In addition, sev
eral innovations in the A T D facilities
made important contributions to the
quality and breadth of the dataset. One
was the new radiation-flux P A M sta
tions mentioned above. Another was
new control systems and algorithms for
the radars, which made it possible to
scan in co-plane mode with
unprecedented accuracy and
consistency. Stillanother was
theaddition ofa Global Posi
tioning System (GPS) receiver
to the Electra, which provided
substantial improvements in
wind measurements when the
GPS satelliteclusterwas ori
ented suitably (asitwas fora
majority of the flights).

the concept likely to be incorporated
more frequently into future field proj
ects.
W e HaRP investigators were very
pleased with the performance of the
observing facilities. The collection ofa
data set of this high quality at a remote
and humid location, the installation of
P A M stations covering the island and
operating in widely varying conditions,
the almost continuous operation of the

H arold B arber and Ed Ringleman,
both o f NCAR, do an early morning
inspection o f the Electra (photo by
Ginger Hein).

Another unusual aspect
of HaRP that may serve as a
model forfutureexperiments
was the establishment of a
verypowerful fieldcenterfor
ated with rainband formation. Some ad review and analysis of data.
D avid Atlas, NASA D istinguished Visiting
ditional facilities, including a N O A A This center, which included
Scientist, and D on Lenschow, NCAR, in the
profiler, a tethersonde, supplemental six networked SUN worksta
HaRP Data Center (photo by Ginger Hein).
sounding systems, and a chaff-releasing tions and numerous personal
aircraft, also added to the comprehen computers and terminals, provided quick radars in co-plane mode, the success of
sive data set collected during the field fieldaccess totheradarand aircraftdata. new clutter-rejection software in the
program.
Italso supported preliminary dual-Dop radars, the remote siting of a control
The A T D facilities were exception pler analyses and reconstructions. The
See HaRP on page 8
ally reliable during this experiment, success of this innovative center makes

Schematic view showing the interrelation o f HaRP components (illustration by Lee Fortier, NCAR Graphics).
I
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RDP Combines Data
Service and
Development
By Paul Herzegh

ost A T D facility users would
probably agree that simplified
access to field program data would has
ten their research progress. W e have
heard from many users thatprovision for
data access should begin in the field
during observations, and continue through
post-analysis.Pressing needs include ways
todetermine thecoverage and availabil
ity of specific data sets, simplified pro
cedures for ordering data in specified
digitalformats and media, and new tools
for integration and visualization of di
verse data.
A T D ’s new Research Data Program
(RDP) was created to address the above
and otherneeds. As a firststep,RDP has
become the central clearinghouse for
users’ requests for all A T D data sets.
Contacting Bob Rillingat303/497-8842
willallow you todo “one stop shopping”
for all A T D data sets, old and new.

M

Shipment of data should normally fol as industry standards emerge for this
low within a week.
technology. W e expect to make use of
Work isnow startingon a data direc CD-ROMs for data sets requiring par
tory system that will provide on-line in ticularly broad distribution.
formation describing the availability,
Significantstridesare alsobeing made
coverage and characteristics of A T D ’s in RDP to strengthen A T D ’s capability
archived data. The system will serve as to support field operations control. At
a users’interactive data selection guide the core of our Field Control Center
and a tool for initiating data and soft (FCC) development thus far has been
ware requests. Users’access to the sys the development of software for inte
tem, starting in late summer 1991, will grated real-timedisplay ofresearch data
be through Internet ordial-up lines. Later from radar, aircraft, and surface sta
we hope to add graphical “browse” fea tions. The current working prototype
tures so that users can view displays of provides the user with a flexiblearray of
actualdatatoaid thedataselectionproc options, such as overlaying multiple data
ess. W e are coordinating our work with sets or viewing “movie loops”,time-sethe S T O R M Project Office and N A S A ’s ries plots, or other displays.
EOSDIS (EOS Data Information Sys
Plans for FCC development include
tem) to ensure compatibility with com the firstfielduse ofour display software
munity-wide datamanagement systems. during the Convection and Precipita
New media for data transfer and tion/Electrification Experiment (CaPE)
storage also present attractive new op in July-August 1991. Computing hard
tions forA T D data users. While we will ware, communications equipment, and
continue to offer data on 0.5 inch tape, a transportable enclosure for the FCC
data setscan also be distributed on high- are being procured as budgets permit.
density 8 m m cassettetapes using Exabyte Further details about the FCC develop
technology. These low-cost cassettes ment will be featured in the next issueof
currently hold 2.2 GBy, and significant The ATD Observer.
increases in capacity are imminent. While Paul Herzegh isa S c ie n tistlll and serves
we are not currently using 4 m m D A T as M anager o f A T D ’s Research D ata
recording, we willbe watching carefully Program.
❖

Jean Fujikawa, University o f Denver, prepares a
tethersonde fo r launching (photo by Ginger Hein).

Kurt Knudson, NCAR, making a calibration check
at a PAM site (photo by Ginger Hein).

HaRP continued from page 7
portofa dataanalysiscenterareallA T D
center away from the radar and acces achievements that contributed to the
sible to the investigators, and the sup success of the experiment.

A l Cooper is a Senior Scientist in NCARI
M M M and ATD, and served as leader o f
HaRP during the fie ld experiment. ❖
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CSU-CHILL Radar
Ready for Use
By Steven Rutledge

play capabilities.
The SUNrise V M E bus system will
control antenna motion and set radar
operating modes through control of the
SP20. The V M E bus houses a 68030
processorand generates radardataprod
ucts. Also housed in the V M E chassis is
a Sun SPARC board which provides a
complete color workstation when con
nected to an external display and key
board. This SPARC board will run the
standard SUNrise user software, which
allows viewing of radar products and
interactive control of the radar scanning
and operating modes.

nder the terms of a new five year
cooperative agreement with NSF,
Colorado StateUniversity (CSU) isnow
operating and maintaining a major radar
facility for use by the atmospheric sci
ences community. The 10 cm dual po
larizedDoppler radar,now known as the
CSU-CHILL, was relocated from the
A modem datacomm unicationssys
University of Illinois-Champaign to
Colorado in June 1990. It is currently tem will ensure extensive and conven
operational near Greeley on an eighty ientaccess totheradardata. An Ethernet
cable will connect the V M E chassis to
acre agricultural site owned by CSU.
Co-PIs for the cooperative agree SUNrise workstations and personal
ment are myselfand Stephen Cox in the computers in the CHILL user van (lo
cated adjacent tothe radartrailer)and in
Department of Atmospheric Science and
the CHILL staff building. A new high
V. N. Bringi in the Department of Elec
speed (1.5 megabits/s) communications
trical Engineering.

U

Several improvements to the radar
have been carriedoutsince itsrelocation
toColorado. These include a new inflat
able radome and airlock entryway sys
tem, a new ferritefastpolarization switch,
and a new diesel generator for backup
power. To insure higher quality meas
urements of differential reflectivity
(ZDR), the CHILL antenna was rotated
45° when itwas reinstalledin Greeley to
allow better sidelobe matches between
horizontal and verticalpolarizations. In
addition, the radar control and data dis
play system arecurrently being replaced
by a new SUNrise system developed by
Lassen Research. A new datarecording
medium based on Exabyte technology is
alsobeing installedattheradar. A 2,500
ft2building has been constructed at the
radarsite,providing officesforthe radar
staff and visiting scientists, as well as
conference, shop, and laboratory space.
The SUNrise computer system, as
the acronym indicates, is based around
SU N architecture. This system basi
cally replaces everything in the present
CHILL system downstream of the SP20
(Lassen) signalprocessor. The outputof
the SP20 will feed both the existing Microvax/Adage display system and the
new SUNrise displaysystem. The exist
ing display system will be retained to
help verify the performance of the new
system and to serve as a backup, in
addition to offering expanded color dis

The ATD O b se rv e r

The CSU-CHILL radar isoperated
by CSU as an NSF national facility.
Thus operation of the system for NSF"... operation

of the sys
tem for NSF-sponsored
field programs can be
supported by NSF de
ployment pool funds. ’’
sponsored field programs can be sup
ported by NSF deployment pool funds.
These programs can be conducted either
at the Greeley site or at a remote loca
tion. This type of support requires allo
cation by the NSF Facilities Advisory
Council (FAC). Smaller research ef
forts requiring less than 20 hours of
radar time can be supported as part of
the basic cooperative agreement.
The CSU-CHILL staffincludes Pat
rick Kennedy (Facility Manager), Eu

Colorado State University's CHILL Doppler radar is now operational
near Greeley, Colorado (photo by Steven Rutledge).

line and otherexisting networks (CSUnet
and Internet) will bring the radar data to
the CSU Foothills and Main Campuses,
as well as to other remote locations.
Workstations running SUNrise at these
various locations will be able to display
radar products and control the radar (if
authorized). Products will be available
for viewing at the CSU Weather Lab on
the Foothills Campus within seconds of
when theybecome availableattheradar.

gene Mueller (Senior Engineer), David
Brunkow (Computer Engineer), and
Kenneth Pattison (Technician). Inquir
ies for use of the system should be
directed to Kennedy at(303) 356-1364.
Steven Rutledge is an Assistant Professor
in the Departm ent o f Atmospheric
Sciences at CSU and is the Scientific
D irector fo r the CSU-CHILL radar
facility.
❖
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NCAR/ATD Field Program Support — FY 91
Principal Investigator

Project

System

<

Period

Oncley, NCAR/ASP; Wilczak, NOAA/WPL; Horst,
NCAR/ATD; Wyngaard, NCAR/MMM; Bedard,
NOAA/WPL

Full Look at Turbulent Kinetic Energy
Experiment (FLAT)

ASTER
Mobile CLASS (1 unit)

9/4-11/16/90

Huebert, U. of Rhode Island

Particulate Airborne Inlet Research
(PAIR)

King Air (53 hrs)

10/8-26/90

Hagen, U. of MO-Rolla; Heymsfield, NCAR/MMM

Spontaneous Ice Nucleation

Sabreliner (43 hrs)

11/1-30/90

Smith, Yale U.; Kok, NCAR/ATD/ACD

Chemical Layering

Sabreliner (52 hrs)

1/7-25/91

Sand, NCAR/RAP; Marwitz, U. of Wyoming; et al.

Winter Icing and Storms Program
(WISP)

CLASS (6)
PAM (32)
L2D2 (2), 50 sondes
C-Band(1)

1/15-3/31/91

'Nickerson, NOAA

Mexico City Air Pollution Study
(MEXCAPS)

King Air (57 hrs)

2/8-26/91

Dabberdt, NCAR; et al.

IDASS Development for ARM

ASTER
PAM (9)
CLASS (1)

2/15-3/15/91

Bluestein, U. of Okla.;etal.

Severe Convective Systems (COPS-91)

PAM (15)

5/1-31/91

Mankin, NCAR/ACD; Coffey, NCAR/ACD

Stratospheric Latitudinal and Temporal
Trends (SLATT)

Sabreliner (18 hrs)

6/17-28/91
9/26-10/11/91

Emanuel, MIT; et al.

Tropical Cyclone Initiation (TCI)

Electra (89 hrs)

7/1-8/10/91

Wakimoto, UCLA; et al.

Convection and Precipitation/Electrifica
tion Experiment (CaPE)

King Air (76 hrs)

7/8-8/23/91

(

C-Bands (2), CP-2*
PAM (43 + base)
CLASS (2)
Mobile CLASS (1)
Field Control Modules

'Ranzieri, California ARB; et al.

San Joaquin Valley Air Quality Study

ASTER

7/8-8/16/91

Ridley, NCAR/ACD; Walega, NCAR/ACD

Mauna Loa Observatory Photochemis
try Experiment (MLOPEX)

PAM (2)

8/1/91-9/15/92

'Cost reimbursement project

I
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tem, allowing these data to be archived CLASS made several seriesofsoundings
along with the core experiment data. at three sites separated by 25 km. Each
Mean and variance computations and triadofCLASS soundings was designed
other analyses were performed in real to provide a measurement of horizontal
time, which allowed instrument prob temperature advection within the bound
By Steven Oncley
lems to be isolated quickly.
ary layer, as well as to study various
he new A T D Atmosphere-Surface
To check the assumption of horizon linkages between the surface layer and
Turbulent Exchange Research (AS talhomogeneity attheASTER site,nine the PBL.
TER) facility performed beyond expec P A M stations were deployed in a 3x3
The unique datacollectedduring the
tations on itsfirstproject, the Full Look grid surrounding the site. One was en FLAT experiment should enhanceprogAt Turbulent Kinetic Energy (FLAT) hanced with radiation sensors so thatthe ress in micrometeorological research of
experiment, conducted near Carpenter, albedo measured atthe ASTER sitecould this type. As ASTER is used more, we
Wyoming, during a 10 week period last be compared with thatofadjacentfields. expect this trend to continue.
autumn. This was the firstexperimental
Planetaryboundary-layer (PBL) meas Steven Oncley is a Post-Doctoral Fellow
investigation of the turbulent kinetic
urements were also included in FLAT. working with A T D 's Surface and
energy (TKE) budget intheatmospheric
N O A A provided a 915 MHz wind profiler Sounding System s Facility, and is the
surface layer in which every term was
and an acoustic sounder. The ATD Mobile Lead P I fo r FLAT.
❖
measured directly. The Co-PIs forFLAT
are Jim Wilczak (NOAA), Thomas Host
(NCAR/ATD), John Wyngaard (Penn
State), Alan Bedard (NOAA), and my
FY 92, A T D expects to have to take one
King Air Status
self.
aircraft, probably the King Air, out of
ASTER can measure the shear pro Uncertain for FY 92
service sometime during the year.
duction, buoyant production/destruction,
Even though the N C A R King Air
and turbulent transport terms in itsstan
status isuncertain,requests forresearch
dard configuration,but two usersensors
t has recently been determined that
flight support are still strongly encour
had to be added to measure other terms
A T D may not be able to maintain its
aged. In addition to being reviewed by
directly. The T K E dissipation rate was three aircraft fleet in FY 92. Current
ATD, all King Air requests are auto
measured using a hot-wire anemometer budget shortfallshave made itnecessary
maticallyevaluated by theUniversityof
and sampling at 10,000 Hz. The pres tooperatetheKing AirinFY 91 on funds
Wyoming for possible support on their
sure transport term was measured by derived from reserves, delays in equip
King Air. More information on this
adding fast-responsepressure transduc ment purchases, and other temporary
topic will appear inthe next issueofThe
ers developed by the N O A A Wave sources. If these shortfalls persist into
ATD Observer.
❖
Propagation Laboratory. Other terms in
the T K E budget are expected to be neg
ligible, since the field site was espe
cially selected to be horizontally homo
in conjunction with NSF grants should
geneous (i.e.,“FLAT”).
Deadlines for
include those requirements in their grant
The FLAT experiment also had sev
applications,
which are due atNSF four
Facilities
Requests
eral“piggyback”investigatorswho took
months
prior
to the OFAP meeting.
advantage of the near-ideal siting and
he
NSF
Observing
F
a
c
i
l
i
t
i
e
s
Advi
Requests for use of NCAR aircraft
instrumentation of this micrometeorolsory Panel (OFAP) will meet in should be sent to Larry Radke, for ra
ogical experiment. Lev Zvang, Sergei
Zubkovsky, and Michael Fedorov ofthe April and October 1991 to consider re dars to Peter Hildebrand, for surface
USSR Institute of Atmospheric Physics quests foruse of allNSF-sponsored lower and sounding systems to Walter Dab
brought their sonic anemometer and atmospheric observing facilities. These berdt, and for data services to Paul
platinum thermometer tocompare them include facilities at NCAR, University Herzegh, all at NCAR, P.O. Box 3000,
with other instruments and to study in of Wyoming, Colorado State Univer Boulder, C O 80307 (303-497-1000).
ternal boundary layer growth. Carmen sity,and South Dakota School of Mines Addresses for other requests are listed
Nappo of N O A A used microbarographs and Technology, as described on this below. Wyoming King Air: John
tostudy the interactionofgravity waves page. OFAP evaluates requests and Marwitz, Department of Atmospheric
with turbulence. Reg HillofN O A A col makes recommendations on allocations Science, University of Wyoming, Lar
lecteddatawith a 150 m pathlength laser to the NSF Facilities Advisory Council. amie, W Y 82071 (307-766-4947); T-28:
The deadline for receipt of requests Paul Smith, Institute of Atmospheric
scintillometerforcomparison with other
in situ dissipation and flux measure prior to the October 1991 meeting is 15 Science, South Dakota School ofMines
ments. Two other organizations deployed August 1991 (for requested facility use and Technology, Rapid City, SD 57701
sonic anemometers forcomparison pur between 1 April 1992 and 1 October (605-394-2291); CHILL radar: Steven
1992); the deadline for the April 1991 Rutledge, Department of Atmospheric
poses.
Science, Colorado State University, Fort
meeting
is already past.
Most of these sensors were inter
Collins,
C O 80523 (303-491-8283). ❖
Scientistsrequesting facilitysupport
faced directly to the ASTER data sys-

ASTER Blossoms
During FLAT

T
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NCAR Atmospheric Technology Division Users’ Conference
The firstATD Users' Conference,
sponsored by the N C A R Atmospheric
Technology Division (ATD), will be
held in the Main Seminar Room of
N C A R ’s Mesa Laboratory in Boulder
on 15-16 April 1991. The objectivesof
the 1-1/2 day meeting are (1) to inform
the scientific users of A T D observa
tional facilities about A T D ’s progress
toward and plans for the development
of new facilities, and (2) to obtain
advice from the users ofA T D facilities
regarding the direction of these devel
opments and the performance of the
facilitiesin the field. Reviews and dis

cussions of NSF-sponsored university
facilities will also be included.
The Conference will feature forums
covering the following four areas: (1)

radars and lidars; (2) data services
and field control; (3) airborne instru
ments and platforms; and (4) surface,
sounding, and profiling systems. Each

All interested past and future us
ers of A T D facilities are urged to
attend this important meeting. Pro
vided that participants support the
concept of a periodic Users’Confer
ence, such meetings will be held on a
biennial or similar schedule in the
future.

forum will include time for presenta
Two related mini-workshops will
tions by A T D and university facility follow theUsers’Conference (seebe
staff,as well as forfeedback from users. low). For further information on any
The second morning of the meeting will of these meetings, please contact Ms.
be devoted to users’ discussion groups Shelley Zucker at (303) 497-8833. ❖
on each of the four topical areas, and to
presentationsoftheirrecommendations.

Workshop on Display and Analysis Tools for Field Project Control
PAM (Portable Automated Mesonet) Planning Workshop
cal evaluation of A T D ’sprototype soft
ware tools forfieldcontrol and analysis,
and to develop scientific guidance on
priorities and approaches for the next
OnDisplay and Analysis Tools fo r Field steps to be taken. A T D ’s ultimate goal
Project Control will end later that af in this development program is to pro
ternoon, while thePAM Planning Work vide a Field Control Center (FCC) that
shop will continue into the afternoon would be available to the community.
of 17 April.
The PAM Planning Workshop is
The Workshop on Display and Analy concerned with how the P A M system
sis Tools isintended to provide a criti should be improved tomeet the needs of
These two mini-workshops will be
held immediately following the ATD
Users’ Conference. Each willbegin at
1:00 P M on 16 April. The Workshop

The ATD O bserver
The ATD O bserver is published
twice a year by The National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR),
Atmospheric Techonology Division
(ATD), Richard E. Carbone, Director.

the atmospheric and related sciences
in the 1990s. The workshop will
presentbroad options forthefutureof
PAM, solicituser input on additional
options, discuss those options in an
open forum, and attempt to form a
consensus on the course that P A M
development should take.
All who are interested in these
topics are invited toattend these meet
ings.
❖
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